Abstract: Aimed at optimizing the efficiency of resource scheduling problem in cloud environment, an improved scheduling algorithm is proposed for instance-intensive cloud workflow. It used the direct acyclic graph to model the workflow process, and then the clustering method is employed to classify the cloud service resources, and optimize the resource strategy to match the execution time and cost of the entire workflow instance. The experimental results show that the algorithm can effectively improve the efficiency and reduce the cost of using cloud resources for scheduling the instance-intensive cloud workflows.
Introduction
With the development of cloud computing and network resource virtualization technology, more and more workflow tasks are executed in cloud environment, and its scheduling methods has become a hot topic in the field of cloud computing [1] .Document [2] proposed an algorithm to schedule deadline constrained tasks to minimize the execution cost, but it also minimizes only one goal. Document [3] described the importance of cost and deadline constraint in task scheduling under cloud computing environment and proposed corresponding algorithm. However, the proposed models and algorithms only aimed at similar resources. Document [4] proposed the BHEFT algorithm, which fully considered the user's requirements for cost budget and deadline. But when resources were allocated, the global resource search method caused excessive time cost. Document [5] considered the security requirements of workflow in cloud environment, and proposed a cloud workflow scheduling method based on security and cost budgeting to minimize the completion time. Taking the risk probability and deadline factors as constraints, a particle swarm optimization scheduling method is proposed in Document [6] to minimize the execution cost of cloud workflow, but the method was mainly aimed at the execution optimization of single workflow instance and not applicable for instance intensive workflows. Kianpisheh et al. [7] proposed a scheduling algorithm to maximize the reliability of workflow execution while considering the user defined latest limit and budget. Reference [8] proposes the DeadlineMDP algorithm, which divides process tasks into simple tasks and synchronous tasks, decomposes user-specified global deadlines, and then schedules workflow tasks according to different rules. Topcuoglu et al. [9] proposed the HEFT algorithm to minimize the completion time of the workflow, tasks in the workflow are graded according to the amount of tasks and the size of data transferred. Tasks with higher priority are allocated first, and the current idle resources with the best performance are selected so that the task can be completed as soon as possible. Abrishami et al. [10] proposed a heuristic method based on partial critical path, which takes the deadline as the workflow completion time, uses backward iteration to find partial critical paths for each activity, sets sub-deadlines for each activity on partial critical paths, and selects the cheapest service for each activity under the constraint of sub-deadlines.
The paper focuses on reducing the whole execution time and the total cost of cloud workflow tasks based on the above work. An algorithm called ISACW(Improved scheduling algorithm for cloud workflow) is proposed, which used a DAG based model of cloud workflow. The algorithm employs the critical path retrieval and depth-first-search method with considering the complexity of execution time according to the DAG model, and dynamically adjusts the service time of workflow tasks to reduce the cost of using the cloud resources.
ISACW Method
The cloud workflow scheduling architecture is shown in Figure 1 . Multi CWEs(Cloud Workflow Engine) form a distributed workflow instance process scheduling network through neighbor interconnections, and each CWE has a component called PRS (Process Request Scheduler) to receive and schedule user workflow process instances. CWE gets the list of candidate services from the CSRC(Cloud Service Registration Center) for every workflow activity in the process. Time constraints of all paths from the beginning task vst to the end task ved are equal to the whole workflow time limit, this principle can ensure the end time of each task is within the specified time so as to make the whole workflow instance is within the specified time. The time allocated for each task cannot be less than the shortest time of the task to guarantee all tasks will be completed in suitable time constraints. The expected total end time is allocated to each task in proportion.
Suppose that the user expected end time tue is the latest end time of the whole workflow instance, the total cost specified by the user is Cu ,the collection of available service resources is Step5: Select the best available service resources for each ready task v i . Step6: Execute the task in the ready queue, adjust the latest end time of each task to ensure that it has greater probability to obtain lower cost service resources.
Discussion and Results
The experimental environment is described as follows: Windows8.1 operating system, Eclipse3.5, JDK1.7 and CloudSim3.0.3.
There are 5 different types of service resources, each type of service has 4 service nodes; generate a total of 1,500 workflow process instances as the input data of the CWEs. Each workflow instance follows the template shown in figure 3 to simulate instance intensive tasks. The experiment steps are described as follows: Step1: initialize the cloudsim library and create the process templates in database.
Step2: create the datacenter as the provider of cloud resources, the experiment need at least one datacenter to run cloudsim simulation.
Step3: select the DAG as the template from the database.
Step4: create the data center broker, create virtual machines and add each virtual machine to vmlist, then submit vmlist to data center broker.
Step5: create 1500 workflow instances, each of them corresponds to a user ID, and add the established tasks to the task list.
Step6: uses the algorithm to execute each instance tasks and marks the execution time and cost of one task.
Step7: submit the task and end the simulation. The experiment takes the average execution time and the average execution cost of the workflow instances as the evaluation criteria. The proposed ISACW algorithm is compared with the commonly used workflow scheduling algorithm Max-Min and the DeadlineMDP scheduling algorithm. Figure 4 : The average execution cost.
As can be seen from Figure 4 , the average execution cost of the three algorithms decreases with the increase of the user expected end time, the ISACW algorithm cost is less than the other two algorithms, the gap is obvious especially when the user expected end time increases gradually. This confirms the validity of the ISACW algorithm through the DAG graph adjustment for time and cost.
As shown in figure 5 , the execution time of the three algorithms increases of the last expected end time, but the ISACW algorithm has a smaller increase than the other two algorithms, and the ISACW has greater probability to complete all tasks in user specified time with less costs. 
Conclusion
This paper proposes a cloud workflow scheduling algorithm called ISACW. Firstly, it analyzes the execution process of cloud workflow and points out the problems that restrict the execution performance of cloud workflow. The algorithm considers the complexity of task execution time and improves the calculation method of task execution time and cost. Comparing with the MaxMin algorithm and the DeadlineMDP algorithm, the results show that the ISACW algorithm completes the task at the latest time expected by users, it may also reduce the use cost of tasks, and effectively enhance the efficiency of cloud workflow execution.
